Target Group: Boys
Theme: Pirate
Segment: Teen and Children
Features: Design inspired by Pirate concept. Technically designed according to TÜV GS European Standards that include safety, health and ergonomic tests.
Age Group: 3-16 Years Old
Certificates: TSE
• Pirate Themed Room Concept and Treasure Chest

• Inner wardrobe drawers and shelves
• Ship themed bed with deck
• Digital printed pirate image
• Dressers with handles on the sides
- Upper teeth with lighting
- Study desk with shark concept
- Natural wooden chair
Technical Details

- Main material is E1 standard, innocuous melamine chipboard, which is extremely resistant against scratching, wearing, and humidity.

- On the straight and curved edges of the boards, polyurethane based glue and 0.40 and 2mm thick abs-pvc foils are used.

- Technically designed according to TÜV GS European Standards that include safety, health and ergonomic tests.

- All fittings are compatible with GS and TSE standards and belong to vendors as Hafele and Samet.

- Hangers are eloxal-coated, and made by extracted aluminum profiles.

- Accessories designed with pirate concept are made of abs material produced by plastic injection method and the surfaces are coated with antique yellow colour that has no harm to human health.

- Handles are made by laminating the artificial leather and PVC. They have a leather design with sewings and have high resistance.
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**Black Pirate Medium Pull-Out Drawer**
- W 93 x H 24 x D 165 cm
- 2 Packets • 34 kg • 0.093 m³
- 20.13.1309.00

**Black Pirate M Ship Bed (90x195cm)**
- W 105 x H 183 x D 217 cm
- 4 Packets • 62 kg • 0.502 m³
- 20.13.1310.00

**Black Pirate S Ship Bed (90x190cm)**
- W 105 x H 183 x D 241 cm
- 4 Packets • 57 kg • 0.517 m³
- 20.13.1308.00

**Black Pirate Large Wardrobe**
- W 122 x H 204 x D 55 cm
- 4 Packets • 125 kg • 0.36 m³
- 20.13.1002.00

**Black Pirate Study Desk**
- W 118 x H 77 x D 61 cm
- 2 Packets • 41 kg • 0.135 m³
- 20.13.1101.00

**Black Pirate Study Unit**
- W 116 x H 107 x D 37 cm
- 1 Packet • 32 kg • 0.086 m³
- 20.13.1102.00
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Technical Details

- Covers have dampened ridges and stoppers have been used.
- All metals have been painted with electrostatic paint and under warranty against corrosion for 10 years.
- Drawers have single opening steel ball rails with 30 kg carrying capacity.
- Concepted prints have been applied on melamine surfaces by digital printing method.
- Pull out bed that is also used as a drawer have one way breakless wheels that can adapt to different floor features.
- Double sided hole covering plastic rings are used on beds that provides air circulation.

Black Pirate Shark Study Desk
W 102 x H 158 x D 61 cm
2 Packets • 42 kg • 0,555 m³
20.13.1103.00

Black Pirate Bookcase
W 71 x H 183 x D 34 cm
1 Packet • 35 kg • 0,112 m³
20.13.1501.00

Black Pirate Dresser
W 66 x H 82 x D 48 cm
2 Packets • 42 kg • 0,265 m³
20.13.1201.00

Black Pirate Bedstand
W 42 x H 42 x D 44 cm
1 Packet • 15 kg • 0,084 m³
20.13.1601.00

Black Pirate Chest
W 92 x H 45 x D 50 cm
1 Packet • 21 kg • 0,109 m³
20.13.1901.00
Technical Details

Lightings
- Electrical Voltage: 220-240V
- Wood Accessory
- Span Accessory
- Colour print on PVC
- Installation made of steel wire with grounding
- Red Fabric
- Black Fabric

Chairs
- Best Quality Artificial Leather
- Embroider Accessory
- Solid Frame
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Black Pirate Table Lamp  
W 21 x H 51 x D 21 cm  
1 Packet • 0,90 kg • 0,026 m³  
21.10.6313.00

Black Pirate Ceiling Lamp  
W 26 x H 83 x D 26 cm  
1 Packet • 1 kg • 0,077 m³  
21.10.6312.00

Black Pirate Plus Chair  
W 51 x H 84 x D 55 cm  
1 Packet • 9,5 kg • 0,283 m³  
21.08.8461.00
Technical Details

Bed covers and Duvet Sets
- Duvet set is made of %100 cotton
- %100 polyester and imported suede
- Washable at 30°C sensitive setting
- Can be tumble dried at low temperatures
- Can be ironed at low temperatures
- Not suitable for dry cleaning
- Do not use chlorine water

Curtains
- Micro polyester (%100 polyester)
- Red Soft Fabric (%100 Polyester)
- Cream voile (%100 polyester)
- Washable at 30°C sensitive setting
- Can be tumble dried at low temperatures
- Can be ironed inside out at low temperatures
- Not suitable for dry cleaning
- Do not use chlorine water

Carpets
- Tufting Carpet
- %100 acrylic, may be wiped

Black Pirate Medium Carpet
W 120 x H 2 x D 180 cm
1 Packet • 5,8 kg • 0,039 m³
21.07.7661.00

Black Pirate Duvet Set
W 160 x D 220 cm
1 Packet • 1,65 kg • 0,005 m³
21.02.4249.00

Black Pirate Hook Bed Cover
W 160 x D 210 cm
1 Packet • 2,43 kg • 0,036 m³
21.04.4479.00

Black Pirate Bed Cover
W 156 x D 210 cm
1 Packet • 2,43 kg • 0,036 m³
21.04.4480.00

Black Pirate Curtain
W 140 x H 260
1 Packet • 0,71 kg • 0,003 m³
21.05.5283.00

Black Pirate Sheer
W 140 x H 260
1 Packet • 0,27 kg • 0,002 m³
21.05.5183.00
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